BUFFALO CREEK RESERVE

Buffalo Creek Reserve is on Pittwater Road, East Ryde. The nearest cross street is High Street (Boronia Park) or Rene Street (East Ryde), Both have roundabouts at the intersections.

It is not permitted to drop students in the Field of Mars Reserve in order to cross Pittwater Road. It has been assessed as high risk and extremely dangerous.

Buses must not enter the reserve. No turning circle is provided.

Day parking for buses is provided in the Field of Mars Reserve.

Cars and Minibuses can park in the Buffalo Creek Reserve car park.
You MUST approach the Buffalo creek reserve roundabout from the North.

Pull on to the shoulder just before the roundabout.

There is room for one large bus or coach only.

If two vehicles are to pull over then one will have to move forward tight with the roundabout and sign.